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Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your
credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Used Like
NewRetail Package. All Contents Present.Please try again.Please try again.Ideal for small to medium
offices with minimal binding needs.Machine binds spines with a maximum 1 ” diameter.In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel please
use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Full content visible,
double tap to read brief content. Please try your search again later.The C20 provides an easy,
upscale binding option for everyday use. Its ideal for smalltomedium offices with relatively low
frequency binding needs. Binds up to 330 sheets and punches up to 20 sheets. Conveient punch and
binding functionality combines with a low force handle to make binding easier on the user.
CombBind spines are the classic binding choice. They’re sturdy and professionallooking, and they
allow pages to lie flat for easy reading. Durable spines wont scratch, chip, peel or discolor over time.
Machine accepts spines with a maximum 1 ” diameter and works with documents in a variety of
sizes, including lettersized, oversize and A4sized documents. Convenient user guide is printed in
color on the machine itself, allowing you to easily determine the correct spine size for your project.
GBC stands behind this highquality machine with a limited oneyear warranty.It features the unique
QuickStep WorkFlow Guide to lead users instinctively through the whole process using color coding
and images, enabling novices and expert binders alike to achieve perfect results every time.
Featuring a colorcoded document and spine size
guide.http://gainliving.com/upload/editor/car-body-parts-manual.xml

swingline combbind c20 manual binding system 330 sheet capacity, swingline
combbind c20 manual binding system, 1.0, swingline combbind c20 manual binding
system 330 sheet capacity, swingline combbind c20 manual binding system.

View larger Perfect for Small Offices With a punch capacity of up to 20 80gsm sheets and a binding
capability of up to 330 pages, the GBC CombBind C20 is the ideal shared binding solution for the
medium sized office with moderate volume needs. From larger training manuals and everyday
reports to client proposals, this manual puncher and comb binder enables you to create professional,
editable documents of A4 or US letter size. QuickStep WorkFlow for Faster Binding The CombBind
C20 is simple and intuitive to operate thanks to the unique QuickStep WorkFlow Guide that leads
users instinctively through the whole process using color coding and images. It removes all the
frustration from the binding process, enabling novices and expert binders alike to achieve perfect
results every time. Theres a handy colorcoded stack height guide, for example, so you can quickly
check document thickness and select the correct size of comb for the number of pages you are
binding, up to a maximum of 38mm for 330 sheets. A neat locator arrow ensures you align the comb
accurately for binding to eliminate timeconsuming mistakes. Punches up to 20 Sheets The CombBind
C20 incorporates low punch force technology which makes punching up to 20 sheets at a time
smooth and quick. The vertical punch makes it easier to align paper accurately whilst the gravityfed
paper fall mechanism improves productivity. And an easyaccess chip tray tidily collects the paper
waste from the punching process for messfree disposal. Lamination Depot Videos for related
products 203 Click to play video How to use TruBinds Manual Coil Binding Machine TBS20 3 Easy
Steps. Lamination Depot Videos for related products 146 Click to play video Rayson PD1503 Coil
Binding Machine 41 Binder with Electric Coil Inserter Rogers shop Videos for related products 231
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Click to play video How to use TruBinds Electric CoilBinding Machine TBS20AP 3 Easy
Steps.http://plashogar.com/userfiles/car-diagnostic-tool-u480-manual.xml

To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple
average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought
the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Sierras
4.0 out of 5 stars I would have given it a 3.5 out of 5 stars if that were an option. I gave it 4 stars
because my main complaint has to do with A4 size paper and most people will not use if for that. The
PROS of the GBC C20 model are 1 It has staggered cutting teeth. As you pull the main handle, the
teeth engage the paper at different points in the pull stroke, making it much easier to cut though the
paper. This is a big help if you are doing a lot of binding. 2 It seems fairly well built and is not too
heavy. 3 It will fit inside a 24gallon Action Packer, if you need to travel with it. Put a pillow on the
top and bottom, or use clothing if you are comfortable with that. 4 I dont think this is a pro of the
machine, but the C20 model has received undue criticism for punching unevenly. There are probably
ways that GBC could have improved this, but it isnt that bad. I would say that this is mostly user
error. You have to slide the paper back and forth a bit in the slot before punching to ensure that the
paper edges are fully seated before punching. If you do not, then you will get uneven punches from
bits of the punched paper that havent yet fallen from prior punches. This can be resolved by learning
how to use the machine. The CONS of the C20 model are 1 The stickers on the unit are really nice,
but they come off very easily. I have tried again and again to glue them down, but they often come
up at the edges. 2 The unit is difficult to clean. I like the removable plastic tray underneath, but the
little paper punches go all over the inside of the machine, and I cant find any easy way to get them
out. I havent taken the machine apart, but I suspect that would work.

Anyone have any ideas 3 A4 size paper cutting is cripled on the US machine. I have done a lot of A4
binding with the C20 model while living outside the USA. US letter size paper has 19 holes and
19teeth combs to fit. The C20 has one serious deficiency for binding A4 size paper. However, the
main punch that cuts the holes in the paper will only punch 19 holes no matter what. This is almost
criminal on the part of GBC. They advertise A4 size capability, include A4 size settings and enough
fingers to pull open a 21tooth A4 size comb, but the product as sold to me in the USA will only cut 19
slots. I called GBC to confirm this and they stated that it will only cut 19 slots, though the rep
seemed surprised when I mentioned that the unit is made in Portugal a country that uses A4 size
paper. Under good light, you can even see the extra holes on the far right and left of the cutter that
would be available for cutting 21 slots, but they simply did not build the USA units with 21 teeth for
cutting A4 size paper. The work around is to use USsized 19tooth combs when binding A4 size
paper, or to manually cut the ends off of an A4size comb if you buy the combs while living overseas.
It doesnt look great, but it works.Two or three pages at most. The problem is that its very difficult to
feed in more than a couple of pages. They catch on some sort of ridge before entering the punch
channel. If you are not careful you will have pages punched at an slight angle and youll have to
reprint those before binding. Also the stop for the top of the page is very small and its easy to have
pages slide up over it. This results in a ragged top. Ill probably keep it for now but I would be
inclined to get the C10 or C20 next time.Took it out of the box last week and it does not work.
Because I waited so long to use it Amazon will not take it back. The binder part works fine. It will
NOT punch holes in the paper. Husband tried and got one set of holes punched and nothing after
that.

http://eco-region31.ru/bosch-maxx-7-sensitive-dryer-manual-filetype-pdf

Out of the 19 punch holes only 2 teeth come through. They look misaligned. Told a friend who had
purchased hers before mine and she said she started having the same problems so she took hers
back and got her money back. Using folders right now as I cannot bind.That may not sound like a big
deal, but its a HUGE deal. The quality of my bind requires those extra millimeters in order to keep
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the book lasting longer. Its too easy to tear through the pages if its too close to the edge like this.
Also, the weight of the machine does not make it effective for use beyond just a couple pages at a
time. I think the max I could get in there was about 10. When you pull down the handle to punch the
paper the whole machine moves.I only tried hole punching about 5 pages at a time. The handle has
now cracked. I have used several Swingline products before with none of these problems.Pros
inexpensive. does a good job Cons there are these rubber things on bottom that are useless. One
came off and now the whole thing jiggles when you use it. I need to try to pull off all the other ones
so it balances it is big clunky and a little heavy Overall i like itSorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again The first one wasnt working. The first one wasnt working so we returned it and we
paid more than what we got for our return shipping cost plus lots of hassle. The only way we can
make it work is but only putting in 3 pages at a timeSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Trying to bind a large document was very
difficult.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again It works well for. It works well for small jobs, but I bind large volumes for
which it is not suited.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.

https://goldonresources.com/images/buick-lesabre-owners-manual-2001.pdf

Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Simple and easy!! Perfect for
my needs!!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. An action
has triggered the service and blocked your request. Please try again in a few minutes. If the issue
persist, please contact the site owner for further assistance. Binding machine offers a binding
capacity of 330 sheets and a punch capacity of 28 sheets. Equipped with a lowforce handle to
simplify punching. Works with letter, oversize, and A4 documents. Attached tray collects waste for
easy disposal. Use it with colour coded ProCombs for maximum productivity. Whether you want to
produce training manuals or internal r They provide a. All health care and educational related
laminating orders as well as government orders will receive top priority. If you have any questions
please reach out to us at 18003234307. A manual punch capacity of 20 sheets plus a binding
capacity of 320 sheets will allow you to create eye catching professional comb bound proposals,
presentations, reports and more. The full length punch handle make the GBC CombBind C20 perfect
for both right and left handed users! The manual 20 sheet punch capacity along with a 320 sheet
binding capacity on a 1 inch plastic binding comb will allow you to create professional comb bound
presentations, proposals, manuals and more. Instructions for using the GBC C20 are prominently
displayed on the machine enabling anyone to easily and quickly learn how to use the comb binder.
The ergonomic lull length handle allow for easier less tiring paper punching. The full length handle
is ideal for both right and handed users. A colorcoded plastic comb spine guide assists in selecting
the proper spine size for any size presentation. If you call after hours please leave a message and
your call will be returned.

http://goldenstateav.com/images/buick-lesabre-manual.pdf

You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Most of
these items are on backorder. We apologize for the inconvenience as we prioritize based on
Government regulations. Document size guide. Staging area to prep projects. Check out the GBC
brand page Great Company!! I really appreciate someone who cares. A pleasure to do business with.
Compatible with standard letter, oversize or A4 sheets. A color coded document and spine size guide
are included. Binding Spine Type Comb; Binding Sheet Capacity 330; Punching Sheet Capacity 20;
Colors Black. We donate to Americas teachers and classrooms through donorschoose.org. Join us in
supporting high poverty schools, all across our great nation. As a result, we cannot show you the
price on this page. Seeing the price is easy. Simply add the item to your cart and viola! As a result,
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we cannot show you the price on this page. Seeing the price is easy. Simply add the item to your cart
and viola. Low force vertical punch with ergonomic full width handle. Limited 2year warranty.
Furniture items are only available online, allow aprox. 2 weeks for delivery, additional charges may
apply on large furniture items. Laurier Office Mart reserves the right to correct any prices or
description without prior notice. Laurier Office Mart Back to Home Page Contact 226 Laurier Ave.
Laurier Office Mart 2020 Powered by. Please upgrade to a modern browser. We recommend Mozilla
Firefox or Google Chrome.Usually Ships in 2 WeeksSwingline Binding Machines and
AccessoriesThanks to the colorcoded spine selection guide, its easy to tell which spine is best for
your report, taking the guesswork out of the project and saving time. After youve selected and
loaded in the ideal binding spine sold separately, adjust your document size with the rolling edge
guide to accommodate letter, oversize, and A4 documents.

Then just load your pages into the machine and use the large, lowforce handle to punch up to 20
sheets at a time. The included clippings tray conveniently collects paper waste so you can recycle in
one easy step. The tray should be emptied frequently to avoid overloading. For optimum
convenience, this binding machine requires no electricity for operation so that you can easily create
professional documents anywhere and at any time.If you need your items by a certain
date,Expedited shipping availability may vary. We cannot guarantee that this item can be cancelled
off of the order or returned once it is placed. For more information, go to www.p65warnings.ca.gov.
For more information, go to www.p65warnings.ca.gov. Download Adobe Acrobat software View your
account for details. With hundreds of thousands of products available and millions of orders shipped,
we have everything your business needs to function at its best. Over the years we have expanded our
selection of commercial equipment and wholesale supplies to include healthcare, educational, food,
beverage, office, parts and hotel supplies. Our fast shipping, low prices, and outstanding customer
service make WebstaurantStore the best choice to meet all of your professional and food service
supply needs. Give us some feedback. What do you think of this page. How can we improve it.
Comments Email Address We are only able to reply to comments that include an email address.
Thanks! There was a problem submitting the request, please try again. Give Feedback This form is
protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply. Do Not Sell My
Personal Information Variation ID. Incorrect Password or Email Register A comb selection guide
helps you choose the correct the comb size up. Swingline GBCs CombBind C20 Manual Binding
Machine is backed by a oneyear warranty.

Get more info Ask a question Ask a question If you would like to share feedback with us about
pricing, delivery or other customer service issues, please contact customer service directly. So if you
find a current lower price from an online retailer on an identical, instock product, tell us and well
match it. See more details at Online Price Match.All Rights Reserved. To ensure we are able to help
you as best we can, please include your reference number Feedback Thank you for signing up. You
will receive an email shortly at Here at Walmart.com, we are committed to protecting your privacy.
Your email address will never be sold or distributed to a third party for any reason. If you need
immediate assistance, please contact Customer Care. Thank you Your feedback helps us make
Walmart shopping better for millions of customers. OK Thank you! Your feedback helps us make
Walmart shopping better for millions of customers. Sorry. We’re having technical issues, but we’ll be
back in a flash. Done. Please email us if youre running the latest version of your browser and you
still see this message. The actual Open Box product may differ in packaging and included
accessories, but has been tested to ensure basic functionality. Low force handle simplifies
punching.Most customers receive within 79 days.Binding machine punches up to 20 sheets of
lettersize, oversize and A4 documents and binds up to 330 sheets. Ideal for medium to large offices
with moderate and regular usage. Lowprofile combs with unique comb opening guide help load
spines easily. Binding machine also includes an ergonomic lowforce punch handle and QuickStep
user guide. Ideal for medium to large offices with moderate and regular usage. Lowprofile combs



with unique comb opening guide help load spines easily. Adjustable edge guide accommodates
lettersize and oversized sheets. Binding machine also includes an ergonomic lowforcepunch handle
and QuickStep user guide. Document size guide. Staging area to prep projects.

Includes quick step user guide.Click here for more details. Well only use your email to contact you
Well only use your email to contact you Secure shopping made faster. Check out with PayPal. Any
exceptions to the condition of the item outside the manufacturer’s information should be provided in
the listing, up to and including warranty details. Any accessories MAY OR MAY NOT be included.
Newegg will NOT send you any missing accessories, even if it is required to use all of the item’s
functions.Open Box items usually do not come with manufacturer or vendor warranty or technical
support. However, warranty support may be available if an item was never registered by a previous
owner. Please contact the manufacturer to check. Product may includes warranty, and accessories
found with the original product. Product may or may not be in the original packaging. Returned
items with minor packaging defects fall under this category. Product does not come with warranty
unless stated otherwise in product description. Product does not come with warranty unless stated
otherwise in product description. Product does not come with warranty unless stated otherwise in
product description. Functionality issues beyond signs of use should be disclosed in product
description. Some manufacturers place restrictions on how details of their products may be
communicated. Some manufacturers place restrictions on how details of their products may be
communicated. Some manufacturers place restrictions on how details of their products may be
communicated. Some manufacturers place restrictions on how details of their products may be
communicated. Please review the stack trace for more information about the error and where it
originated in the code.Source Error Line 907. If you have questions, please contact your company
administrator. Find everything you need to work safely and effectively here. If yes, please provide
your email address below.

Would you be interested in participating in more surveys and customer panels in the future. Green
to go paper alignment indicator to ensure accurate punching. Document size guide quickly measures
document to determine spine size. Also features a staging area to prep projects which enhance
workflow and productivity. Includes quick step user guide for simple and intuitive operation. Speak
with one of our experts. Call 800 9276101 or send us an email. You can unsubscribe at anytime.
Subscribe Personal information provided may be collected, used and disclosed in accordance with
our Privacy Policy Connect with Us Connect with us on your favourite social networks. We’ll let you
know what we’re up to, and you can tell us how we’re doing. Top load punch and binding for an
improved binding experience. Includes quick step user guide. A color coded document and spine size
guide are included. Manual. Binding Spine Type Comb; Binding Sheet Capacity 330; Punching Sheet
Capacity 20; Colors Black. Binding machine punches up to 20 sheets of lettersize, oversize and A4
documents and binds up to 330 sheets. Ideal for medium to large offices with moderate and regular
usage. Lowprofile combs with unique comb opening guide help load spines easily. Binding machine
also includes an ergonomic lowforce punch handle and QuickStep user guide. Compatible with
standard letter, oversize or A4 sheets. A color coded document and spine size guide are included.
Manual. Binding Spine Type Comb; Binding Sheet Capacity 330; Punching Sheet Capacity 20; Colors
Black. Top load punch and binding for an improved binding experience. Includes quick step user
guide. Our customers are from all industries, including schools, government, medical, accounting,
corporate, educational, healthcare, finance, military and private industry. We also offer a full line of
TAA compliant products. Being green is an important part of our business and we are meeting all
Green Compliance Standards. Louis, MO St.

Paul, MN Tampa, FL Tulsa, OK Visalia, CA An email notification guarantees neither inventory nor
price. But dont worry should you miss out on the first shipment, you can always request another
notification. Compatible with standard letter, oversize or A4 sheets. A color coded document and



spine size guide are included. Manual. Binding Spine Type Comb Binding Sheet Capacity 330
Punching Sheet Capacity 20 Colors Black. Unit of Measure Each. Low force handle simplifies
punching.Binding machine punches up to 20 sheets of lettersize, oversize and A4 documents and
binds up to 330 sheets. Ideal for medium to large offices with moderate and regular usage.
Lowprofile combs with unique comb opening guide help load spines easily. Binding machine also
includes an ergonomic lowforce punch handle and QuickStep user guide. Please login or create a
GSA account to get the contract price on this item. The punching function can cleanly pierce up to
20 sheets at a time, and has a fullwidth handle for better ergonomics, making it easier to punch. The
C20 punches and binds standard letter, oversize or A4 sheets. A color coded document and spine
size guide are printed on the machine face to simplify operation and ensure perfect binding results.
If you have one, ask away!Help others by writing one!If you experience a problem with any of our
products, customer service, shipping, or even if you just plain don’t like what you bought, please let
us know. We’ll do whatever it takes to make it right.
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